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Collection 2007/2008

Lady Toy 153-163
ref Lto153
ref Lto163

Lady Gold 165-175
ref Lgd165
ref Lgd175

Heli Gold 181-189
ref Hgd181
ref Hgd189

Big 168-178-188
ref Big168
ref Big178
ref Big188

Purist 173-183
ref Pur173
ref Pur183

Mutant 155-165-175
ref Mut155
ref Mut165
ref Mut175

SLAP 185
 ref Sla185

H112 192
ref H192

Model
retail price

Length
ref



Program
Extreme  Powder       Freeride                 Piste          Freestyle  

Heli Gold

H112

Big 

Lady Gold

Lady Toy

Purist 

Mutant

SLAP

Heli Gold limited



Quality

We have chosen the optimum combination of materials to ensure 
all skis in the Zag range are not only incredibly tough but will 
also perform perfectly season after season after season.

Wood core
reinforced edges
Mix-cap top sheet protection

• top sheet protection has been up-rated to keep both test and 
rental skis in top condition.
• The double layer of fiber glass enveloping the upper surface 
of the wood core and directly above the ABS sidewalls, provides 
excellent resistance against impact damage: An essential fea-
ture for all freeriders.
• The Zag wood core ensures both lightness as well as long 
flex-life. 

TOP SHEET

FIBER GLASS  x 2

FIBER GLASS x 2STEEL EDGE

WOOD CORE

ABS sidewall

ROUNDED TOP SHEET
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Models

LadY toY 153-163 
New to the range and with an exceptional range of use. Free-skiing design for 
piste, park, pipe and powder
The true all-mountain ski…

LadY goLd  165-175
“Ski of the Year 2007” award from the 2 top French ski magazines. Effortless 
for freeriding, and also right at home on the hardpack.

heLi goLd 181-189
Modified flex for even greater performance. The Heli Gold is THE ski for those 
special powder days. Its design is partly inspired by snowboarding, and offers 
effortless performance and incredible flotation.

Big  168-178-188
The reference for effortless freeriding. The Big simply offers so much skiing 
pleasure for all levels of skier, and rewards the skier at every step. 

pUrist 173-183
A development of le Rouge, the Purist is an excellent ski for both hardpack 
and freeride. Its mid-range side-cuts are suitable for all levels of skier on 
even the hardest of pistes, yet the long tips ensure both an excellent all-
mountain and freeride performance. 

MUtant 155-165-175
A new twin-tip ski from Zag, the Mutant represents the successful fusion of 
freeride, piste and freestyle influences.
Just as at home on icy slopes, as in the backcountry or at the park. 

sLap  185
The true backcountry freestyle ski of the collection. Fully twin-tip with back-
country dimensions. 

h112  192
Test winner in 2007, the H112 is specifically developed for the Zag Freeride 
Team and for pro/expert skiers looking for the ultimate, no-compromise, big 
mountain ski. Full throttle only!



Quotations

Model
Lengths             (in 

cm)
Widths              (in 

mm)
Sidecut radius   

(in m/cm)

LADY TOY 153 106-74-98 13

163 110-77-100 15

LADY GOLD 165 132-83-112 11,2

175 132-83-112 13,2

MUTANT 155 107-75-98 13

165 111-78-101 15

175 115-81-105 17

PURIST 173 112-78-111 16

183 112-78-111 18

BIG 84 168 134-84-114 11,5

178 134-84-114 13,5

188 134-84-114 15,5

HELI GOLD 181 140-93--118 14,5

189 140-93--118 16,5

SLAP 185 125-100-125 21

H112 192 134-102-128 23


